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The Smart Home solution that makes your home smart

The ezon.io system can also be managed and programmed through the ezon.io APP, 
which can be downloaded for free from the App Store and Google Play.

POWER SUPPLY 
9.000.033

SWITCH 
9.000.012

LIGHT MANAGEMENT KIT
Do you have a company and want to better manage your lighting system while saving on your bill?
Ezon.io gives you the opportunity to do this thanks to its latest generation LED lamps. Stagno lamps suitable for large heights have significantly lower consumption 
than those of the same category. Furthermore, by combining light sensors, the lamps will be able to self-regulate based on atmospheric conditions, avoiding being 
left on unnecessarily during the day. The lighting system can also be programmed to turn on and off automatically, to be managed all together or differentiated 
by zone.
Our smart lamps can still be managed via the old switches which, thanks to the integration of a switch or relay switch, (as needed) positioned inside the 503/504, 
will be transformed into intelligent and programmable switches.

All ezon.io systems can also be managed from the APP which allows you to check and control your entire system via smartphone and, if you have purchased one 
of our hubs, you can manage it remotely or through your voice with a voice assistant.

34,00 €Remote Control Rettangolare 
(9.000.030)

Pulsanti a batteria

34,00 €Remote Control Tondo  
(9.000.026)

Il KIT GESTIONE LUCI

SWITCH
POWER SUPPLY
SENSORE DI LUCE
LAMPADA STAGNO

21,00 €
13,00 €
34,00 €

214,00 €

Update domotico su un impianto esistente

LIGHT SENSOR 
9.000.026

STAGNO 
9.000.018

OPZIONALI

86,90 €Mini Hub (9.000.063)
Per accedere all’impianto da remoto o per utilizzare il tuo 
assistente vocale “Amazon Alexa©“ e “Google Nest©”

Mini Hub (9.000.063)
To access the system remotely or to use your voice assistant “Amazon Alexa©” and “Google Nest©”

OPTIONAL

If you want to have it installed by our professionals

Battery operated buttons
Remote Control Rectangular (9.000.030) 
Remote Control Round (9.000.026)


